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Driving Forces

LEADERSHIP

AUTHENTIC
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Doing things differently

“More about relationships 

and less about hierarchy”

- GMCA
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“ In a high-trust relationship, you can say the 

wrong thing, and people still get your meaning. 

In a low-trust relationship, you can be very 

measured, even precise, and they’ll still 

misinterpret you.”

- Stephen M. R. Convey
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‘Burning platform’

versus

‘Burning ambition’

@ PeterFuda





Lessons for transformational change

• In order to sustain transformational change we need to move from a burning platform (fear 
based urgency) to a burning ambition (shared purpose for a better future)

• We need to articulate personal reasons for change as well as organisational reasons

• If the fire (the compelling reason) goes out, all other factors are redundant.
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Our Role as Leaders (GMH&SCP)

• Develop a single unifying philosophy which is optimistic, simple and applies across 

the place to everyone

• Keep telling this story with illustrations every day to everyone with humility

• Create political and organisational support for a radical new model

• Build a strong, cohesive and high energy team

• Constantly listen harder to residents, to staff, to community groups

• Build a demand management not a budget strategy

• Build trust with staff and community to allow them to innovate and for it to be ok to be 

courageous

• Switch the 80% investment in people not processes

• Relationships make more difference than structures, projects and pilots.



- Dolly Parton



Drivers for change

• Financially unsustainable system

• Significant quality and clinical issues across health and care

• Hospital judged inadequate by the Regulator

• Urgent Care consistently under performing

• Heart Disease and Cancer some of worst in the country

• High levels of worklessness

• Health life expectancy standing at 56 years (16 years below the Prime Minister’s constituency)

• 40% of beds occupied by frail elderly who didn’t need to be there

• Public Health funding cut by a third on transfer to the Council

• 70% grant cuts to Council budgets over last eight years

• Loss of public confidence in local health services.
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Key Aims of Transformation Programme

• Driving up Healthy Life Expectancy 

• Improving quality of provision, access and reducing variation and inequality

• Improved workforce satisfaction, recruitment and retention

• Build, not buy

• Improved financial sustainability - £134m ‘Do Nothing’ gap by 22/23

• Aligned to GM HSCP vision and objectives

Two main programmes:

• Development of strategic, place based commissioner focused on wider public sector reform 
and incorporating health and well being outcomes. CCG and Council now referred to as the 
Strategic Commission

• Creation of Integrated Care Organisation using the FT licence (ICFT) and establishment of 
five local neighbourhoods.



Tameside and Glossop

• 255,000 population & 6,000 businesses 

• Systemic challenges; skills, productivity, work, health, housing, inequality

• 90% Council Tax Bands A, B, C

• Financially challenged economy with significant challenges in NHS Trust, CCG and 
Council  

• Increasing pressures on workforce and recruitment

• Glossop is 3% of Derbyshire County Council

• Significant issues of quality and capacity; concerns over the future

• £23.2m Transformation funding over years

• Key characteristic to drive change - Aligned political, clinical and managerial 
leadership



Understanding the wider determinants of health

Contributors to Health Outcomes

Health Behaviours

30%

Socioeconomic

Factors 40%

Clinical Care 

20%

Built Environment 

10%

Smoking 10% Education 10% Access to care 10% Environmental 

Quality 5%

Diet / Exercise 10% Employment 10I% Quality of care 10% Built Environment 5%

Alcohol Use 5% Income 10%

Poor Sexual Health 

5%

Family / Social

Support 5%

Community Safety 

5%

We have to concentrate action on all fronts



Referrals
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Referral To Treatment



Emergency Bed Days
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• Text
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Long stay beds reduction



Occupied beds 21+ days
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Digital Health / Community Response

• Avoided 1,500 attendances at A&E and 1,700 GP visits

• Freeing up 90 beds a year

• Saving nearly £1 million



Extensivists

• 14% reduction in 

A&E 

attendances

• 23% reduction in 

non-elective 

admissions

• 4% reduction in 

out-patient 

attendances



• Investment (circa £1.3m) in the VCSE over 3 years 

• Equivalent of 2,500 referrals per annum

• Evidence of Improvement in wellbeing

Social prescribing



• Asset based approach to seemingly 

intractable problems

–E.g. Diabetes, COPD, Mental Health

• GP leadership

• Denton Diabetes Diverter – half taking 

part no longer pre-diabetic.

100 day challenges



Working Well
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• People furthest from employment. 66% with mental 

health issues. Work with Hyde GPs.

• 300 job starts (with growing referrals and support)



• Aged 16-24 incl. vulnerable (e.g. care leavers and NEET)

• £387,000 investment. 368 supported.

• 273 apprenticeships, incl. 116 vulnerable or NEET

Employment Fund
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System wide monthly Finance Report
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Differences between CCG and Council

CCG Council

Familiar with reorganisations Traditional / steeped in history and same 

culture for years

Business Case development Governance

Statutory Officers able to vote at 

CCG Governing Body meetings

Statutory officers are advisors only

Although complex, CCG has a 

synergy  across its budget

Council very diverse and complex 

organisation

NHS creates a negative savings 

target  (QIPP / CIP budget)

Councils remove these from budget up 

front to propose a balanced budget

Chief Finance Officer role Section 151 Officer role

Limited balance sheet flexibility Treasury Management



Achievements over last two years

• Co-located the finance team

• Created some integrated finance roles

• Designed a system wide finance economy reports

• Implemented an Integrated Commissioning Fund – almost £1 billion gross

• Implemented risk share agreement

• Achievement of control total for CCG in 17/18 when had biggest QIPP in North West

• Achievement of control total for ICFT 18/19

• Performance has gone from strength to strength

• CCG QIPP in 19/20 now only £11m

• Agile contract process with ICFT.



Achievements (continued)

• Budget - saved £88 million across the economy while improving outcomes and continue 

to invest in our priorities 

• Delivered a 30% saving in CCG running costs

• Reduced emergency bed days 

• Significantly reduced GP referrals

• Medicines Management Savings of over £2m Moved to lowest cost in GM
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Some Local Reflections

• System wide vision and approach is crucial 

• System / Place not institutions

• Concentrate on the things that bind you

• Relationships (and trust) are everything

• Never waste a crisis

• Get the basics right

• Share your partners’ risk

• Choppy waters inevitable but keep going! 



My personal journey
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1985

First job

Registration 

Clerk

1990

First Finance 

job / started 

AAT

1999

WPHA 

Management 

Accountant

2000

Started CIMA

2001

Deputy 

Director of 

Finance - PCT

2003

Got married
2004

Had a baby

2007

Passed final 

CIMA exams

2011

Director of 

Finance -

PCT

2013

CCG 

Director of 

Finance

2017

Council & 

CCG Director 

of Finance

2018

HFMA 

Award!

What 

next?
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If you are bold, 

you might fail

If you are not bold, 

you will fail




